More transparency, reporting and quality of
your global Employee Benefit Systems

EBsafe © MIBAV
Manage Data, Develop Strategies, Access Expertise,
Create Reports and Graphs. Current and historical EB
related data are available, any time.

Easy Handling. Transparent, Mobile
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Development of your own Group's EB System. Corporate values.
Alternative funding methods. Full Transparency, locally and at global level.
Independence from Providers. Data-sovereignty.
Country comparisons. Evaluation of all EB-relevant data.
Shortest processing time. Reporting.
Filters. Evaluations. Graphics. Tailormade Comparisons.
Database. History. Document management.

Recognizing the potential and
capitalizing on the advantages
The unique service for customers provided by MIBAV’s experts.
The knowledge about your EB plans is extremely valuable
Especially in times when products and services become difficult to compare and when tight budgets prevail, detail
knowledge of EB systems is a requirement. Perfect quality of service and employees’ satisfaction matter as much as
the optimal financing and service costs, at local and global level.

Big Data – Collect, enrich and use information
In many companies the knowledge about existing EB plans is scattered. Often only little information about global
benefits is available on the platforms of different EB networks. But how can the fragmented data, coming from dozens
of carriers and service providers involved in the 50, 100 or more EB-plans be individually managed for one global
customer on one platform? With EBsafe, all information is available at a glance. Behavioral patterns are then created
using your own information to study your providers’ segmentation, enforce cost control and finally develop strategic
considerations, like considering switching to self-insurance, using Captives or using Multinational Pooling Agreements.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Benefits of EBsafe:
Transparency, reporting, compliance, economies of scale and
cost optimization in a still decentralized management of existing
Employee Benefit plans
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"What gets measured, gets improved." (Peter F. Drucker)
EBsafe supports our clients, in measuring and optimizing all
costs of their existing EB-systems, without any restrictions in
quality of the benefits provided or their service delivery.
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Dear reader,

Since 1979, the shareholders of the companies of the
MIBAV Group have been active in advising
international corporate clients.
Working together with our worldwide network of
specialists, we implement solutions that support our
customers in their daily work, implementing a global
management of Employee Benefit Plans, based upon
efficient processes, sound financing and on-going
claims control.

The client’s Headquarters as well as their subsidiaries participate equally in the success.
Our core competencies comprise consulting and professional support for our clients and are based
on our many years of experience as EB specialists.
EBsafe, an intuitive web based system, coupled with applications in four languages (DE, EN, FR,
ES) allows to work quickly and successfully, at group as well as at the local subsidiaries level.
On the following pages, we present to you our tool EBsafe.
Let it enthrall and inspire you.
Kind regards,
Jürgen Rölke
Managing Director
MIBAV Service GmbH / MIBAV IT Solutions UG
Read more about EB Administration how to capture correct data and keep it
permanently flawless with EBsafe. Free-of-charge instructions can be found
under https://mibav-service.de/content/ebsafe/
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We work with our customers, following predefined seamless
processes to create that wide-ranging transparency they
value. In non-transparent markets, with proposals that seem
identical, a lack of good reporting and no real cost control, we
help build that complete information and knowledge that is
vital to create sustainability. This, supported by EBsafe
distinguishes MIBAV from the competition.

Our customers are perfectly prepared for current and future
negotiations, because they have an updated and complete
picture of financing and claims of all existing EB-Plans, including a transparent overview of all costs for providers. EBsafe
users can rely on their data, because these are detailed, updated, commented and undergo a plausibility check through
MIBAV. Even budgeting becomes simple, with EBsafe.

With EBsafe, managing Global Benefits becomes easy.
For all EB-plans that have been entered in the system, users
select the desired data and create customized reports and
graphs, current or historical, even in the largest quantities.
Users have access also to strategic modules like the "pooling
Iteration" or the "decision memo" as well as benchmarks. The
contact details of current providers is also just one click away.
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Anytime and
from everywhere

Manage, retrieve information, create reports,
access know-how and expertise, develop strategies.
You access your “EB world” per internet.
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Equal knowledge of all EB related data is made available locally and
centrally, constantly and simultaneously because with EBsafe the local
subsidiaries are finally in the position to remotely deliver all basic
information and changes related to EB-Plans, easily.
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All current as well as historic data is made
available in EBsafe.
All contracts are analyzed and qualified in
several steps .
Hereby financing methods as well as services
selected, are considered and commented.
Headquarters and each country can access
all EB data, by acquiring a license.
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EBsafe provides transparency about your data
One click to your own Dashboard

EBsafe supports you with flexible
options for data analysis. In this
analysis, comparisons, time series and
more are displayed in your individualized dashboard. This has access to
MIBAV’s CRM system and displays all
information in a condensed form,
producing also consistent graphs.
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„What can’t be measured, can‘t be managed.“
Peter F. Drucker (Economist)

In corporations, EB-related information is usually not
just numerous, but also only available, scattered in
many different places. A centralized system like EBsafe
not only enables a client to create the structure of the
necessary information that is required for a proper
management, it also allows a 360-degree view of your
Benefit systems, by interaction of your own today’s
behavioral data with external information. It forms the
basis for targeted, group-oriented actions and for any
form of activity related to managing and controlling your
existing EB systems.
To exploit the potential resulting from this management
tool, the challenge is to capture and present this
multiplicity of information and data in a measurable way,
bringing it into correlation with your behavioral patterns,
to identify optimization opportunities for personnel,
finance and in-house brokers.

Through EBsafe an on-going monitoring is implemented, in different areas and at different levels of your
organizational structure. Relationships are made visible
and analyzed. The questions "Why has this happened?"
and "What is likely to happen?" are in the focus.
Based on the findings and correlations, you can
schedule RFPs, develop promising strategies, like the
pooling iteration and much more.
.
Now, a cycle begins: you can go for a continuous
optimization of your decisions, actions, processes and
policies, in a targeted and efficient way, supported by
proper analysis and the knowledge that derives from it.
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Business Intelligence
Analysis. Decisions.
Realization. Wins.
.

More than 20 ready-made
reports and many graphs and
tables are available.
Moreover, in our Business Intelligence you can define analysis modules flexibly
by filters, determining series, categories and graphic types
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Interfaces to all current CRM programs
For your safety and convenience
Whether SAP, Oracle, DATEV, P&I, ADP or other market-solutions, EBsafe is
capable to receive and synchronize data via interfaces. This saves you a lot of
time and ensures that your data in EBsafe is always up-to-date.
Your IT department and MIBAV IT will
implement an straightforward connection
for your HR software /CRM in use and
EBsafe.

A basis for your evaluations
With EBsafe, all business areas access identical financials and information in real time. Which key
performance indicators (KPIs) are important for you and which correlations you want to determine, you
define this in your individual dashboard.
Using EBsafe, you get the maximum from your data and are able to determine a meaningful scoring
at all levels by subsidiary, country, region, the entire group. EBsafe is your bridge to the future.

Business Intelligence. Important for all management levels
Create one or more dashboards that you make available to specific people, depending on your
authorization concept. You define the breakdown by topic or evaluation area, individually for your
company. Data is the gold of the present and of the future. With EBsafe, you will gain the data
sovereignty over all relevant EB related data.
Transparency and cost optimizations become easy!

MIBAV Service GmbH
MIBAV IT Solutions UG

Venloer Str. 85 d | 50259 Pulheim
Tel: 0049-2238-96600-0
Fax: 0049-2238-96600-44
eMail: service@mibav-service.de
Web: www.mibav-service.de | www.mibav-it.de
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